ABSTRACT. The term barely continuous is a topological generalization of Baire-I according to F. Gerlits of the Mathematical Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, and thus worthy of further study. This paper compares barely continuous functions and continuous functions on an elementary level. Knowing how the continuity of the identity function between topologies on a given set yields the lattice structure for those topologies, the barely continuity of the identity function between topologies on a given set is investigated and used to add to the structure of that lattice. Included are certain sublattices generated by the barely continuity of the identity function between those topologies. Much attention is given to topologies on finite sets.
PROOF. Consider the t topologies on a set X. This set of topologies forms a complete sublattice of topologies on X. The finest t topology is the discrete topology, and the coarsest t topology is the co-finite topology. Let Tc be the co-finite topology, T be a t topology, x be an element of X, and S be the topology consisting of each member of T to which x does not belong and each member of Tc to which x does belong. We see that S is a t I topology, T is slightly finer than S and S is slightly finer than T Thus T is tl-weakly C" C equivalent to T since slightly finer implies barely equ+/-valent. Hence, any t topology is tl-weakly equivalent to Tc, and thus any two t I topologies are tl-weakly equivalent to each other.
SUBLATTICES.
Consider aga+/-n the lattice of topologies on a set X. For each topology T on X, let T denote the collection of topologies which are slightly coarser than T, and let T/ denote the collection of topologies which are slightly finer than T. Read T as T-down, and T as T-up. DEFINITION 14. Let T be a topology on a given set X. If T forms a sublattice of the lattice of topologies on X, then call that sublattice the down lattice for T. If T forms a sublattice, then call that sublattice the up lattice for T.
We find that for a three element set each down lattice has the indiscrete topology for its coarsest member and each up lattice has the discrete topology for its finest member. Also, each topology on a three element set which is not a non-trivial regular topology has either a down lattice or an up lattice, and each non-regular topology (on a three element set) which has the same number of open sets as each non-trivial regular topology (on a three element set) has both a down lattice ahd an up lattice. Previous results show that for a set with more than one element, the discrete topology has no down lattice, and the following lemma shows that for a finite set with more than one element, the indiscrete topology has no up lattice.
LEMMA 15. For a finite set, the discrete topology is the finest member of any up lattice.
PROOF. Let T be a topology on a finite set X. Let x x be the n members of (X,T) which are not open sets as singleton sets. For each i=1,2 n, let T. be the topology whose base is formed by taking the base for T and including x.. We find that T. is slightly finer than T for each i=i 2 n Also, the only topology that is finer than T. for 
